Kaplan’s Credit & Mortgage Broking CPD provides you with the content and platform to plan, deliver and manage your ongoing CPD training requirements.

As a proven online training solution it enables you to meet ongoing compliance obligations as required by ASIC’s RG 206 and stay on top of rapidly changing markets and complex regulatory requirements. For further information please visit our website.

www.kaplanprofessional.edu.au
KAPLAN’S ONLINE PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT SOLUTION

Ontrack is a one-stop-shop personal development solution, used by major and regional banks, Australian financial services licensees and authorised representatives, fund management companies, superannuation trustees, Australian credit licensees and mortgage broking professionals.

As an online platform, it is not only cost-effective but also allows busy professionals to access and complete CPD training anywhere, and at anytime, on a PC, laptop or tablet.

Yet Ontrack goes far beyond meeting compliance requirements; by featuring content developed in consultation with technical and financial advice specialists, Ontrack delivers what you need to manage your CPD requirements and keep ahead of complex regulatory requirements and the ever evolving industry landscape.

KEY FEATURES

› Engaging and diversified multimedia training delivered on the first day of every month
› Sophisticated tracking tools - categorise users into training profiles, monitor the CPD training status of employees at a group or individual level and generate reports of completed training instantly
› Multimedia training ranges from 0.5-0.75 CPD points
› Recognised by leading industry associations such as the Financial Planning Association (FPA), the Association of Financial Advisers (AFA), the Mortgage and Finance Association of Australia, (MFAA) and the Finance Brokers Association of Australia (FBAA).

ENGAGING MULTIMEDIA CONTENT

Ontrack uses an engaging and diversified multimedia format that appeals to a variety of individual learning styles and provides topical and effective professional development. The content covers a broad range of topics specific to RG 206, and is developed in close consultation with industry specialists.

THE KAPLAN ADVANTAGE

Ontrack’s suite of multimedia offerings

Q&A SERIES
Keen to find out about the latest regulatory changes and key industry trends?
Q&A Series hands the microphone over to the experts – hear insights from leading industry players and specialists via topical video interviews.

INDUSTRY PULSE
Don’t have time to attend industry conferences, roadshows and seminars?
Industry Pulse brings key sessions to busy professionals in an engaging multimedia format.

kPODs
Enjoy listening to podcasts?
Why not learn at the same time. Ontrack brings you the convenience of auditory learning through kPODs – listen to the latest Q&A interviews, videos and narrated articles.

VIDEO
Prefer a more interactive learning experience?
More than 70% of articles published in Ontrack on a monthly basis contain a video.

Contact us on 1300 527 526 or via email at PDMail@kaplan.edu.au or alternatively speak to your Business Development Manager.
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